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Republican Rome



~ First ~

The Etruscans   
Their region being Etruria

Now known as Tuscany



Ancient Etruria 
predates Rome

Etruscan  
civilization from 
c 900-400 BCE 
when it was 
absorbed by the 
Romans
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Rome founded 753 BCE

Founded by mythological twins Romulus & Remus  
who are suckled by a she-wolf

Rome is the caput mundi — head of the world



From about 753 to 509 BCE, Rome 
was ruled by seven kings who borrowed  
the legal codes and religious practices  

of the Etruscans 

The Seven Kings of Rome

However, Romans grew to have a  
strong aversion to kings



Upper class = Patricians 

Common People = Plebs

(If you could trace your lineage back to the original 
Senators of 750 BCE, you were a patrician.  Everyone 

else was a pleb.)



In 509 BCE, the Roman Kingdom fell, the kings were 
run out of town, and Rome established a  

Representative Republic

Res publica means a public affair 
~ Republic ~  

A form of government that lasted until the death of  
Julius Caesar in 44 BCE  

At first it was only a Senate (wealthy aristocrats) but conflict 
arose — the Conflict of the Orders — and a lower body 

of government was created solely for the plebs called the 
Plebian Assembly



Senatus Populusque Romanus
(se-NA-tus-pop-you-LOOSE-kwai-ro-MAN-oose)

This means: The Senate and the People of Rome



trabeated system of the Greeks 
+  

arched system from the Etruscans 

This is how Classical Architecture  
was changed by the Romans:



The Roman Forum was the public political  
space in the heart of the city from 500 BCE  

onward 

… elections, worship, public speeches, criminal trials,  
social gatherings, business dealings, public meetings,  

religious ceremonies, education, and buying and selling

The Roman Forum had a great number of  
temples, and other important buildings for:

It was the Roman equivalent to the Greek Agora



The Roman Forum



The Roman Forum



The  
Roman 
Forum
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• Aventine 
• Esquiline 
• Viminal 
• Quirinal
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Forum



Here is the 
area of the  
Roman Forum 
we are 
talking about



¶  Republican Rome absorbed the Etruscan  
      and Greek settlements in Italy.   
¶  Rome defeated Carthage in 146 BCE.   
¶  Rome defeated Macedon in 146 BCE.   
¶  Rome established sovereignty over the  
      rim of the Mediterranean.

Between 300-100 BCE: 



First Triumvirate  
(battle for power among these three) 

Julius Caesar, Pompey, Crassus 



First Triumvirate



Caesar conquers Gaul (France) and Britain

Pompey and the Senate orders him to 
disband his expeditionary Roman 

army in 49 BCE before returning to Rome 

Caesar refuses… instead 
~ Crosses the Rubicon ~  

thus beginning the Roman Civil War  
with Caesar installing himself as  

Dictator for Life 



Rome in the time of Julius Caesar



Julius Caesar

100-44 BCE

A complicated 
history that leads 
Rome from being  
a Republic to an  
Empire



The Forum of Caesar



The Forum of Caesar



That is the political setting 
that brings an end to the republic 

and ushers in the empire

What is the architectural impact?



Roman Cities and the  
architecture of public space



Rome used architectural projects to impose the power 
of the empire

Rome designed a new type of city to provide a formal 
envelope, a physical place, for daily existence

Roman army built hundreds of cities across Europe 
and Africa



Roman cities planned on basis of  
north-south // east-west axes

north-south axis called: cardo

east-west axis called: decumanus





Elements of the  
Roman Forum as shown 

in the example of Pompei



Mount Vesuvius blows up in 79 CE

We will take a look at Pompei because it was largely preserved 
due to its being blanketed in volcanic ash almost instantly 



Pompei buried in volcanic ash from Vesuvius  
in 79 CE, thus an excellent preserved  

example of a Roman city



Pompei prior to 79 CE



Roman city included: a forum, a temple, a basilica, 
baths (thermae), and a market called a macellum





Pompei’s basilica



basilica - this is the building where the political leader would 
hold court on a dais at the end of the axis opposite the door

basilica - as a building form or type = is a long double-height  
center aisle with two side aisles and clerestory lighting

basilica - in the Christian era, this building type, the basilica, 
evolves into the form of the church



Bread & Circuses

grain allowances (welfare), 
spectacles, amusements, games, and  

lots of holidays

The political idea behind Bread & Circuses is this:  
if people are cared for and entertained, they 

won’t mind so much being controlled by tyrants



Roman architectural types 
including the architecture of the  

Bread & Circuses

¶ theater - semi-circular form w/ stage

¶ circus - long oval racetrack w/ stands

¶ thermae - sequence of public baths

~
¶ basilica - long double height central aisle 



freestanding with an outer wall, not carved into the landscape

Roman Theater



Cavea, scaenae, vomitorium



cavea = seating // scaenae = stage or scene  

Roman Theater



The Circus Maximus
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The Circus Maximus



72 CE — Spectacles, lions, and gladiator fights

Roman Colosseum



Largest building in Roman Empire

Roman Colosseum



Made of concrete (pozzolana) which the Romans used 
extensively - then exterior clad with travertine



classical architecture, combination of trabeated and arched

Roman Colosseum



The baths or thermae of ancient Rome

palaestra (wrestling) 
natatorium (swimming pool) 
caldarium (hot water) 
tepidarium (tepid water) 
frigidarium (frigid water)

consisted of these functions: 



Here is our
Roman Forum



Thermae 
Diocletian

Thermae 
Trajan

Thermae 
Caracalla

Thermae 
Constantine



Stabian Baths of Pompei

1) Palaestra

2) Natatorium

3) Men’s area

4) Tepidarium

5) Caldarium

6) Frigidarium

w) Women’s areas



Roman Bath
geothermic water at 114º

Bath, England



Roman Bath
geothermic water at 114º

Bath, England



Baths of Diocletian

Plan — 300CE



Baths of Diocletian



Baths of Diocletian

Sectio
n



thermal windowsthermal windows

Section — 300CE

Baths of Diocletian



Thermal Window

Baths of Caracalla



Today

Baths of Caracalla



Penn Station New York (1911)



Jacksonville Train Station (1917)



Turned into a church in 
the Renaissance c 1564 

Arch: Michelangelo 

St. Mary of the Angels & 
Martyrs 

(Santa Maria degli Angeli 
 e dei Martiri) 

Thermae of Diocletian



end


